In our first edition of The Examiner, we place Europe's current financial troubles into historical context. We also
provide advice for today's graduates on navigating the pitfalls of retirement planning. Lastly, we examine what the
widening gap between stock and bond yields means for investors.
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Governments Behaving Badly
Tim Courtney, CIMA®
Barely a day goes by without prominent mention by the news
media of Europe's current fiscal troubles, with a special focus
on the debts of the PIGS nations (Portugal, Ireland, Italy,
Greece, and Spain). Certainly, most of these countries have
lacked fiscal discipline and are now fighting against market forces that their own
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On May 12th, Tom McGuigan shared his
thoughts with The Wall Street Journal on
how to get involved with parents' plans
for their golden years.
» Read Tom's advice in The Wall Street
Journal
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policies have set in motion.
It should not surprise any of us that governments have been promising, then
borrowing, then spending, and then defaulting for thousands of years. Throughout
history there have been hundreds of sovereign defaults occurring on every continent
except Australia and, thankfully, Antarctica. History shows us there are two primary
solutions to a sovereign default. » Read Tim's complete commentary on our website

Retirement Advice for Graduates
Tom McGuigan, CFM®
Three events occurred during the past month: my
daughter graduated college with an education degree,
someone sent me a column arguing that "linking
investing and retirement has turned out to be a recipe for disaster," and Benefits Pro
magazine asked me about safe investments for retirees. Oddly enough, these three
events have a common thread.
» Read Tom’s entire column on our website

Market Update: Mind the Gap
Tim Courtney, CIMA®
Almost all investor's portfolios, either directly or
indirectly, include stocks and bonds. Both provide
an investor with future cash flow – bonds with
fixed interest yield and stocks with a profit yield
plus potential growth from companies' regular
operations. Over time, however, investors are
sometimes willing to pay much more for one type
of cash flow than the other. » Read Tim's complete perspective on our website

John Burns offered his thoughts on May
9th about the formation of Exencial
Wealth Advisors with RIABiz.
» Read John's thoughts in RIABiz
» See more media on our website
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